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NT-HT-W125
Double D-ring

Double D-ring 
(NT-HT-W125)
Double D-ring is for the heavy duty
allowing 2 hangers to hook together. It
has 3 pits to hook hangers, and just by
using the middle pit you can use for a
single hanger too.

[Material] Stainless steel
[Size] 125 x 36mm
*Sales unit per piece with screws

Exhibitions / Displays Accessories
Wall Clips

NT-FHT-125 / 90 / 70 / S70 / S50
Firm Hitons

D-rings
(NT-FHT-125 / 90 / 70 / S70 / S50)
D-rings are superior in their material,
structure and durability compared with
Traditional D-rings. The ring on the D-
rings were developed and designed to fit
Firm Hooks, as well as Koreder Line
hangers.

[Material] Stainless steel
[Recommended load] 
150kg (FHT-125)
100 kg (FHT-90)
50 kg (FHT-70)
30 kg (FHT-S70)
10 kg (FHT-S50)
[Size]
125 x 36mm (FHT-125)
90 x 30mm (FHT-90)
70 x 20mm (FHT-70)
70 x 10mm (FHT-S70)
50 x 10mm (FHT-S50)
*Sale unit per piece with screws

Hanger set for hanger pipe
Tube hanger set 25, Tube hanger set 19,
Double tube hanger set 25
This is the hanger set for connecting to
the existing hanger pipes. The wire is not
twisted by load because the rotation
mechanism is employed at the joint of the
hook and the wire. The wire is replace-
able.

[Material] Stainless steel
[Finish] HooK : Barrel polish (Tube hang-
er set 25/19) Hook : Shot blasting Dou-
ble tube hanger set 25)
[Size] 7 x L92 (Tube hanger  set 23), 

7 L85 (Tube hanger set 19), 
6 L82 (Double tube hanger set 25)

[Accessory] Safety N Hanger set and
Safety R Hanger set with ball shank
Wire diam / 3 2.5 2.0 1.5
Wire length / 1.0~5.0 (0.5m Unit)
*The pipe of the photograph is not product

Exhibitions / Displays Accessories
Frame Clips

NT-FHO-MF
Wall Hook MF

Wall Hooks (NT-FHO-100 / 70 / 55)
Wall Hooks are ideal for hanging oversized
displays without using wires. They are also
used on lobby or hall walls that do not have
Picture Rails installed. Oblong openings let
you adjust the screws and heights of your
display articles without drilling unwanted
holes on the walls. The Wall Hooks can be
used on walls made from wood or
concrete, but not plasterboard.

[Material] Stainless steel 
[Recommended load, size]
NT-FHO-100 / 150kg,
100 x 35mm, screw openings 4.3 x 17mm
NNT-FHO-70 / 100kg,
70 x 30mm, screw openings 4.3 x 15mm
NNT-FHO-55 / 50kg,
55 x 20mm, screw openings 3.8 x 15mm 
*Sales Unit per piece with screws

Adjustable Off Set Hook (NT-FHO-JH)
This product is used to hang uniquely
shaped works, like ones whose back
doesn't lie flat, on the Wall Hook. You can
adjust the height of the hanging works by
turning a screw. 

[Material] Brass / Stainless steel
[Recommended load] 50kg
[Size] 5 x 16 x (Effective length78~93mm)
*Sales Unit per piece

Wall Hook MF (NT-FHO-MF)
This product has multipie functions such as
securing items to prevent damage in an
earthquake and being a theft deterrent.
In addition, it is adjustable - back and forth,
right and left, and up and down.
Also, the display position is adjustable
during exhibition and the safe mechanism
is employed, even when the hook is maxi-
mally extended during adjusting.
By removing the shaft ring in the base, this
product can be used with other firm hooks
as a joint hook.
*The security stoppers (NT-FHO-55S) is
also available as a theft deterrent.

[Material] Stainless steel
[Recommended load] 50kg
[Color] Bead blasting
[Size] W25(30) x H108~128 x D16
[Weight] 91g
[Option] Security stoppers
*Sales Unit per piece, No screws
Rocommended screws diameter 
Oval head wood screw 4.1mm

Security Floreat (NT-AH-103S / 101S)
Security Floreat is to fix by tapping stain-
less steel pins or slim-screws to the wall.
You can hang frames with wires or clips
hooks are several times stronger than
conventional hooks. It prevents your
valuable works from dropping. the pins are
specially designed to minimize damage on
the wal when they are to be removed.

[Material] Stainless steel, Brass (Pinhead)
[Recommended load, Size] (On wooden
wall)
20kg, 45 x 42mm (NT-AH-103S)
6kg, 10 x 32mm (NT-AH-101S)
*Sales Unit per piece with Slim Screws
(L27mm) and Pins(L33mm)

ø

Pins for Security Floreat (NT-AH-PIN)
[Material]
Stainless steel / Brass (pin head)
[Size] ø1.6x33mm
*100 pins included

NT-FHO-100 / 70 / 55
Flim Hook

NT-FHO-JH

NT-AH-PIN

NT-AH-103S / 101S
Art Hook
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Exhibitions / Displays Accessories

Storage Rack Hangers
Display Aids 

Arm Hiton/T Clip 
Exhibitions / Displays Accessories
Folding Shipping Braces / T-Clips / Tapping Screws / Folding shipping braces

NT-RH-140WS / 130S / 70S / 130 / 65 / 130LS / 130L

Storage Hooks
(NT-RH-140WS / 130S / 70S / 130 / 65 /
130LS / 130L) 
These Storage hooks are for hanging
artwork on collection racks. Choose from
our selection of different sizes and shapes
of hangers according to your rack type. The
S-type hanger has a stopper that will
prevent your valuable artwork from
dropping in case of an earthquake.

[Material] Stainless steel 
[Recommended load]
50kg (140WS / 130S / 70S / 130 /65)
8kg (130LS / 130L)
[Size]
length:140(140WS) / 130(130S) / 70(70S)
130(130) / 65(65)
130(130LS) / 130(130L)mm,
thickness : 5mm
*Sales Unit per piece 

Wobble Stopper for Hanger Rack
(NT-RH-G)
By placing the wobble stopper in the art-
work collection rack, it prevents the stor-
age hook from wobbling. Also, it can be
placed on the lower part of the frame to
absorb shocks if the frame is hit, thus pre-
venting damage to the artwork during
storage.
The hangers which supports :
NT-RH 130 / 65
[Material] Silicon rubber 
[Size] 19 L19
[Weight] 5g
*Sales Unit per piece 

NT-KS-40 / 30 / 20 / KSH-40 / 30 / 20 / 3040 / 3030 / 3020 NT-KSC-50 (30)

Display Paperweight
(NT-KS-40 / 30 / 20 / KSH-40 / 30 / 20 /
3040 / 3030 / 3020) 
This can be used to hold and display
articles that are rolled up such as scrolls
and ancient letters. 

[Material]
Float glass (KS)
Super vision glass (KSH) 
[Size]
400 x 50 x 10mm (KS-40 / KSH-40)
300 x 50 x 10mm (KS-30 / KSH-30)
200 x 50 x 10mm (KS-20 / KSH-20)
400 x 30 x   8mm (KSH-3040)
300 x 30 x   8mm (KSH-3030)
200 x 30 x   8mm (KSH-3020)
*Sales Unit per piece

Display Paperweight Holders ( NT-KSC )
This item attaches the display
paperweights to the display stand so they
don't move, and it prevents exhibits from
overlapping.

[Material] Acrylic resin
[Size]
79 x 15 x 12mm (10mm thickness use)
59 x 15 x 12mm (8mm thickness use)
*Sales Unit per piece

NT-RH-G NT-CR-2 / CR-1R
Arm Hiton

Folding shipping braces
(NT-CR-2 / CR-1R)

Folding shipping braces fittings are used to
attach artwork inside wooden crates for
transportation. There is also a model with a
stationary ring to accommodate hangers
and hooks.

[Material] Brass
[Recommended load] Stationary ring 30kg
Arm 5kg / Place (CR-2)
Arm 5kg / Place (CR-1R)
[Size]
102x20mm
(When arm extended 102x100mm) (CR-2)
102 x 30mm
(When arm extended 102x105mm) (CR-1R)
*Sales unit per piece

Frame secure clip
(NT-GTC)
This clip can prevent the frame from falling
forward when it is hung with a wire set.
The product can be attached to the back of
the frame or the wall.

[Material] Stainless steel
[Color] Blasting
[Size] W12 x H32 x D4
[Weight] 3g
[Accessory] Mushroom head tapping screw
#3 x 10 (two sets)
[Option] Slim screw (Check page is 19pa-
ges)
*Sales unit 50 pieces

NT-GTC

NT-ASP
T-Clip

Folding bell hangers (NT-ASP)
These hangers were newly developed to
protect your artworks from earthquakes. In
case of an earthquake, a wire hanger may
break when a display article hits the wall or
other items. Attach these hangers at the
bottom of your display frame to the wall,
and this simple device will prevent them
from swinging or falling during an
earthquake. They are also effective as a
theft deterrent.

Folding shipping braces can be stored or
expanded

Folding shipping braces fittings attach to
wooden crates and are attached with screws.

NT-TP-55 / 45

T-clip (NT-TP-55 / 45)
These T-shaped clips are attached to the
back of a frame and enable you to set it
closely on a wall surface with wood
screws. The white coating will hide the
clips if they are on a white background.
Oblong openings let you adjust the height.

[Material] White painted brass
[Size] W55 x H32.5mm / W45 x H27.5mm
[Screw opening] 3.1 x 6.9mm
*Sales unit per piece
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Exhibitions / Set-up Lights
Stanchions

Stanchions [Base & Bar]
Stanchions [Flexible Type]

NT-KK-L90 / L70 / W70 / P90

Stanchions
Composed of a base and bars, the
Stanchions will protect your valuable
artwork and helps guide visitors though
the exhibition. Their simple design won't
disfigure your exhibition space. They are
easy to assemble or store.

POLA Museum of Art / Photo by Mamoru Ishiguro

ø
ø

ø

Stanchions [Base & Bar]
(NT-KK-L90 / L70 / W70 / P90)
Composed of a base and bars, the
Stanchions will protect your valuable
artwork and helps to guide visitors though
the exhibition. Their simple design won't
disfigure your exhibition space. They are
easy to assemble or store. There are
many base shapes, bar lengths, and
finishes to meet your specific needs. 

[Material]
Stainless steel, hair-line finish / Brass 
[Size]
Border Base :
refer to the above illustration 
Border Bar :
22diameter x L984mm(NT-KKB-100)
22diameter x L1,984mm(NT-KKB-200) 
Border End cap :
22 diam. x L60mm(NT-KKC-6) 

Push in the pin, then insert the bar into
the slot until it is in place.

Push in the pin, then insert the bar into
the slot until it is in place.

NT-KKF-75 / 40

Stanchions [Flexible type]
Compatible with Rubber Band and Pipe Bar
supporting diversity, and high functionality of one-
touch unfolding, and sharp designing not ruining the
display atmosphere.

Stanchions [Base]
(NT-KKF-75 / 40) 
[Material]
Stainless steel, 
Shot blast finish
[Size]
Refer to the illustration 
[Waight]
4.4kg ( KKF-75 )
2.8kg ( KKF-40 ) 

NT-KKF-40 / KKF-HW

Pull the cap and hook the Rubber Band Knot. Likewise with the Pipe Bar

Stanchions [Rubber Band]
[Material] Polyester, Rubber

Stanchions [Pipe Adapter]
[Material] Stainless steel

Stanchions [Adapter Cap]
[Material] Aluminum

ø
ø

Stanchions [Pipe Bar]
(NT-KKF-B18 / B09) 
[Material] Stainless steel, Shot blast finish
[Size]
22diam.x 2,000mm(NT-KKF-B18) 
22diam.x 1,000mm(NT-KKF-B09) 
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Square-Headed Hanging Rod/Titanium Hanging
Line Acrylic Holder /S-hook

Square-Headed Hanging Rod
(Adjustable height)
(NT-TBK-120 / 100 / 65) 
This is used mostly for haging scrolls. 
The scroll hangs from a hanger on an
adjustable rod, which can be modified
with screws.

[Material] Brass / Nickel plate
[Recommended load] 10kg
[Size]
5 x 5 x L1,247mm (TBK-120)
5 x 5 x L1,047mm (TBK-100)
5 x 5 x L697mm (TBK-65)
[Hole diameter] W9 x H22mm
[Adjustment interval] 21mm

Titanium Hanging Line (NT-TBT)
The line is made of titanium and excels in
durability. Pressing the button on the clip
lets you adjust the height and set it for
the position you like.

[Material] Titanium, Stainless steel
[Recommended load] 15kg
[Size]
Length : 2 x 1,520 / 1,020mm
Holes : W8.5 x H15mm

[Material] Stainless steel
[Recommended load]
7kg(NC-SSH-48) / 6kg(NC-SSH-40)
3kg(NC-SSH-30) / 2kg(NC-SSH-23)
2kg(NC-SSH-20) / 1kg(NC-SSH-16)
0.5kg(NC-SSH-12)

[Size]
T4.8 x L43.4mm(NC-SSH-48)
T4.0 x L36.2mm(NC-SSH-40)
T3.0 x L30.4mm(NC-SSH-30)
T2.3 x L22.6mm(NC-SSH-23)
T2.0 x L19.0mm(NC-SSH-20)
T1.6 x L14.2mm(NC-SSH-16)
T1.2 x L10.6mm(NC-SSH-12)

S-hook (NC-SSH-48 / 40 / 30 / 23 / 20 / 16 / 12)
Choose from our selection for you work’s size and weight.

Acrylic Holder(BT-A)-L / F / A / B / C
These are auxiliary parts for exhibitions
that can be used for various applications
and purposes. We can change the size
and shape in response to requests from
you.

[Material]
Acrylic resin(AO-L/F)
Acrylic resin / Stainless steel(AO-A/B/C) 
[Size]
3 x 30 x 30 x 20mm(AO-L)
3 x 20 x 40mm(AO-F)
10 x 10 x 20mm(AO-A) pushpin
10 x 10 x 25mm(AO-B) pushpin
10 x 10 x 25mm(AO-C) pushpin
*Sales Units per piece

NT-TBK-120 / 100 / 65

NT-CCF-150 NT-CCS-150

NT-TBT-150 / 100 SN-YZ-1

NC-SSH048 / 40 / 30 / 23 / 20 / 16 / 12

Label Holder [Flat] (NT-CCF-150) 
This label holder can display information
such as title and name next to your
artwork. They are attached to the display
with small pins. 

[Material] Acrylic resin 
[Size]
Paper size : 150 x 210mm (150)
Paper size : 130 x 182mm (130)
Paper size : 101 x 148mm (101)
We take custom orders for different sizes. 

Label Holder [Vertical] (NT-CCS-150)
This label holder can be placed inside a
showcase or on a stand. 

[Material] Acrylic resin 
[Size]
Paper size : 150 x 210mm (150)
Paper size : 130 x 182mm (130)
Paper size : 101 x 148mm (101)
We take custom orders for different sizes.

NT-AO-L / F / A / B / C

[Implementation] For Quicker and More Efficience Work

Implementation

Specialized operations need special tools.
Along with the tools in the 'Operation'
section, professional technical support is
offered to aid work in specialized
environments such as museums. 

TAKIYA offers easy, safe and sophisticated
solutions for people and display pieces.

Transportation / Storage
Picture Transport Crate
Carts
Dollies
Storage Carts

Platforms / Work Tables
Platforms
Work Tables

Tools / Devices
Tools
Repair Materials
Frame Mats
Hanging Poles

/ RIJKSMUSEUM amsterdam
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Implementation / Transportation Storage
Carts
Dollies

Picture Cart [Net Type] (NT-UPK-180) 
To carry art works safely and efficiently.
Pictures can lean against the net or hang
hooked to the net. The Net unit is removal,
then you can use it as a cart.

[Material] Steel baked finish
[Size] 1,830x925xH1,610mm 
[Load capacity] 200kg 
[Weight] 110kg
[Casters] Urethane roller with stoppers 

*The belts included 
*Optional : Shock absorbing Casters (Load
capacity 200kg)

NT-UPK-180

Picture Cart [Net type]
(NT-UPK-200)
This cart carries art works safely and
efficiently. Pictures can be hung or set
against the net.

[Material]  Steel baked finish
[Size] 2,040x1,190xH1,820mm 
[Load capacity] 200kg 
[Weight]  110kg
[Casters] Urethane roller with stoppers
*Optional : Belts

UT-UPK-200

Picture Cart [Felt type]
(NT-UPK-200P)
This picture wagon is made of 12mm-
thick plywood covered with felt.

[Material] Steel baked finish
[Size] 2,040 x 940 x H1,740mm
[Load] 200kg
[Weight] 130kg
[Casters] Urethane roller with stoppers

UT-UPK-200P

Possible to use with Net unit removed

Side shape

Multipurpose Carrier Cart (NT-UPM-1890)
Wide loading area and
removable/adjustable rails (4levels) can
carry Various items such as flat works or
large boxes.

[Material]  Steel baked finish
[Size]  1,820 x 920 x H1,640mm 
[Load capacity]  300kg 
[Weight]  80kg
[Casters] Urethane roller with stoppers
*Optional : Shock absorbing Casters (Load
capacity 200kg) 
(*1) With Pedal system Stopper

NT-UPM-1890

Multipurpose Carrier Cart(NT-UPM-180)
This cart's large load area and adjustable
rails can carry various items such as flat
works or large boxes. 

[Material]  Steel baked finish
[Size] 1,830 x 1,230 x H1,790mm 
[Load capacity] 300kg 
[Weight] 106kg
[Casters] Urethane roller with stoppers

NT-UPM-180

Picture Carts
Multipurpose Carrier Carts / Panel Carrier Carts

Panel Carrier Cart (KE-GP-34)
This cart is designed to carry or store
approximately twenty display panels (NT-
TPP-90) layered horizontally. 

[Material]  Steel baked finish
[Size] 2,380x1,090xH1,020mm 
[Load capacity] 300kg 
[Weight] 60kg
[Casters] Urethane roller with stoppers

NT-UPP-235

Cart [vertical-loading type]
(NT-UPP-180L)
With this cart, approximately fourteen
display panels (KE-GP-34) can be
vertically loaded and transferred.  The
pipe bar in the center is also removable.

[Material] Steel baked finish
[Size] 1,840 x 600 x H745mm
[Maximum load] 250kg
[Weight] 52kg
[Casters] Urethane roller with stoppers

NT-UPP-180L
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Implementation / Platforms Work Tables
Stepladders / Electric Lift

HK-KS-15 PC-DWR

PC-SEG-240

HK-DT-170

Stepladder (HK-KS-15)
This stepladder is small and light, portable,
and easy to store.

[Material] Aluminum alloy, Almite finish 
[Maximum load] 100kg 
[Size] Height : 2,380mm(18), 2,080mm(15)
[Weight] 11.4kg(18), 10.1kg(15)

Stepladder (PC-SEG-240)
This is a multipurpose stepladder with a
specially designed platform. 

[Material] Aluminum alloy 
[Maximum load]
100kg(300/240/180), 130kg(420/360)
[Size] Height : 4,969 mm (420),
4,342 mm (360), 3,730 mm (300),
3,100 mm (240), 2,475 mm (180) 
[Weight] 54kg(420), 38kg(360),
29.2kg(300), 24.8kg(240), 19.1kg(180)
[Casters]
Urethane rollers with spring stoppers 
(300 / 240 / 180)
Urethane rollers with stoppers (420 / 360)
Urethane roller available (optional)

Stepladder (PC-DWR)
This spacious platform is enclosed by
three rails. It rolls smoothly on wheels on
the back legs. 

[Material] Aluminum alloy 
[Maximum load] 120kg 
[Size] Platform height:
2,100mm (DWR-210)
1,800mm (DWR-180)
1,500mm (DWR-150)
1,200mm (DWR-120)
900mm (DWR-90)

Urethane roller available (optional)

Stepladder (HK-DT-170)
A handrail that thinks about safety and a
wide work stand work efficientry. It is a
convenient, for store it compact design

[Material] Aluminum alloy, Almite finish 
[Maximum load] 100kg 
[Size] Height : 2,600mm
[Weight] 45kg
[Casters] Urethane rollers

Pin-tacker / M-Pins / Cloth Retouching Pigments 
Cloth Erasers / Super Cloth Paste / Frame Mats

NT-CT-01 / 02 / 03 / 04 / 05 NT-CK-01 NT-CA-01 / 02 / 03 / 04 / 05

Cloth Retouching Pigment
(NT-CT-01 / 02 / 03 / 04 / 05)

This is a simple, fast solution for cloth stains or
discoloration. TAKIYA carries five of the most popular
colors to suit your cloth. 

[Materials] Component : Titanium oxide, Acrylic resin,
Pigment, Water
[Color] White(01), Ivory(02), Beige(03), 
Eggshell white(04), Light gray(05)
[Content] 20

Cloth Eraser (NT-CK-01)
A useful large cleaner that removes both oily and
aqueous stains or graffiti on clothes just by scrubbing.

[Materials] Component : Melamine, Chloroethene,
Phenylglycol
[Content] 40g

Frame Mat [Belt Type](NT-KP1-3 / 4 / 6)
This is a belt-shaped mat for protecting
picture frames when standing paintings
against a wall.

[Size] 300 x 1,800mm(KP1-6)
300 x 1,200mm(KP1-4)
300 x 900mm(KP1-3)

Super Cloth Paste 
(NT-CA-01 / 02 / 03 / 04 / 05)
Paste that allows you to mend pin and nail holes in one
simple step.

[Materials] Component : Acrylic resin, 
Silicate compound, Pigment, 
Heat-swelling agent, Water
[Color] White(01), Ivory(02), Beige(03), Eggshell
white(04), Light gray(05)
[content] 10

NT-KP1-3 / 4 / 6

Frame Mat [Flat Type] (NT-KP3-6 / 4-8)
This mat is used when artworks are placed temporarily
on the floor or for other purposes during setup. 

[Size] 1,200 x 2,400mm (KP4-8)
900 x 1,800mm (KP3-6)

NT-KP3-6 / 4-8
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Surroundings

[Surroundings] For Managing Clean Sroundings

In museums or galleries, making a friendly
and comfortable environment is a critical
issue. In "Surroundings", we have selected the
finest in professional tools and equipment to
handle all museum needs. 

Measurement / Sanitation
Hygrothermograph Recorders
Luminance Meters / UV Light Meters
Dust Protection Mats

Storage / Safekeeping
Storage Boxes
Humidity Absorbent

Guidance / Information
Guide Poles
Sign Stands

Implementation / Tools Devices
Tools

NT-PT

NT-TS-27

NT-MP-11/6

1. Electric screwdriver (Large)
2. Electric screwdriver (Small)
3. Electric screwdriver bit set (10 bits)
4. Screwdriver set (6 included)
5. Ratchet screwdriver
6. Combination wrench set (6 included)
7. Monkey wrench
8. Hex key wrenches (9 included)
9. Linesman pliers

10. Needle nose pliers
11. End nipper pliers
12. Pliers (Large)
13. Pliers (Small)
14. All-purpose scissors

15. Snap-off knife
16. Wire cutter
17. Craft scissors
18. Folding saw (for woodwork)
19. Coping saw 
20. Gimket (Square)
21. Framing hammer
22. Staple Gun (20,000 staples included)
23. Level
24. Tape measure with lock

(Length: 5.5 meters)
25. Metal ruler (Length: 600mm)
26. Metal ruler (Length: 1,000mm)
27. Tool box

(Stainless steel, 415x220xH250mm)

Museum Tool Kits (NT-TS-27) 
This is the most fundamental set of tools
that is needed for museum work. It has
twenty-six tools required for exhibition
work in a stainless steel toolbox. They can
also be bought separately.

Pin-Tacker (NT-PT) 
This pin-tacker was developed for display
work in museums and art galleries. The
tube tip is made of clear resin and will
never damage display walls. The piston is
magnetized, which allows easy placement
of pins.

[Material] Aluminum, steel
[Dimensions] 48x115mm
[Accessory] Allen wrench

According to the length of the Pin the
center core is adjusted. Center adjusting
is done with the hexagonal wrench (4mm)
from the center core hole of the hammer
part.

M-pins (NT-MP-11 / 16) 
The M-pins are fine-tip museum pins ideal
for placing panels and labels on a wall.
There are two sizes available to meet your
needs. These replace traditional pins that
were too long.

[Material] Stainless steel
[Dimensions]
0.8 diameterx16mm (MP-16)
0.9 diameterx11mm (MP-11)
*100 pins included

Pin-Tacker is to place in the right angle
against the wall surface, and tap the Pin
just like pushing it in. To tap the pin-top
further in, use the hammer’s small mallet
to do so. When to pull out the pin, use the
hammers pin-remover.
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Surroundings / Preservation Safekeeping
Storage Boxes

Non-acidity Paper boxe

HO-ARC HO-ARC-1, HO-ARC-3 HO-ARC-5

HO-ARC-2 HO-ARC-7

HO-ARC-A1 / A2 / A4 HO-ARC-3FA4 / B4 / A3

HO-ARC-1, HO-ARC-3
These are multipurpose boxes with lids. The left box shows the
boxes with lids which completely cover them.
[HO-ARC-1 Size] H215 x W400 x B160mm (Inside dimensions)
[HO-ARC-3 Size] H215 x W400 x B100mm (Inside dimensions)

HO-ARC-5
These boxes are ideal for storing framed artwork.
[Size] H620 x W50 x B400mm (Inner dimensions)

HO-ARC-2
These are paper boxes with clam-shell style lids.
[Size] H215 x W400 x B100mm (Inside dimensions)

HO-ARC-7-50
These boxes are ideal for storing rolled documents such as
scrolls.
[Size]Diameter 250degree x L(Inside dimensions)~ shorter than
500mm(7-50)/~800mm(7-80)/~1000mm(7-100)

HO-ARC-A1 / A2 / A4
High transparency holder of non-active polyester film, suitable
for posters, maps relatively large size documents, and from acid
corroding firmness of the paper is losing such large single-sheet
documents to preserve for a longer period. An amount sheet of
excellent absorption of acid gas is inserted that absorbs organic
acid. Therefore, this holder is suitable to preserve such
documents using the ink to be feared to change colors or fade
brown when treated to remove acid even with acid paper, or
such blue print drawings.
[Size] A1 (Entering by 20 pieces), A2 (Entering by 20 pieces)
A4 (Entering by 20 pieces)

HO-ARC-3F A4 / B4 / A3
This is a folder made from 3F (non-acidic, non-alkaline, and
doesn't have any sizing agents), which makes it especially
suitable for documents that are sensitive to alkaline or sizing
agents.
It is suitable for prints, drawings, posters, flyers or original
manuscripts.  This folder needs to be assembled.

This is a non-acidic storage box designed for
the preservation of archeological materials,
rare art, such as old scriptures, prints and
photos. It is adjusted to be slightly alkali, and
uses cardboard manufactured from calcium
carbonate and carefully selected pulp as its
main ingredient. It is ideal for the
preservation of important goods as it is
constructed the greatest caution and care
possible.

Each size is a sample size. We take
custom orders for different shapes and
sizes. Please feel free to place an order for
just one box. 

No acid contamination of contents from
container.
Shuts out acidic contaminants and
prevents acidic gases from being emitted
from contents. 
Protects contents from light and dust that
contribute to decay.
Highly effective in stabilizing changes in
humidity and temperature. 

It is not pssibile to
use it for a thing not
established of the
drawing material.

HO-ARC-11 HO-ARC-13

HO-ARC-12 HO-ARC-14

HO-ARC-11
These storage boxes have strong straps on all sides for support. 
[Size] W660 x H1,350 x D720mm (Outer dimensions)

HO-ARC-13
This is the only domestic product which conforms to
international standards. It comes pre-assembled. The board is
wrapped with a holder which is non-acidic and non-alkaline.
[Size] 4 x 5inch(13-45) / 5 x 7inch(13-57) / 8 x 10inch(13-80)

HO-ARC-12
This is a big insert box whose sides are reinforced. It is suitable
for storing folding screens and framed artwork.Papers and
documents can be placed in a slot inside the box for easy storage.
[Size] W182 x H820 x D715mm (Outer dimensions)

HO-ARC-14
This is the standard holder for non-acidic and non-alkaline
materials only. They are sold together with the preservation box.
One set holds 50 sheets.
[Size] 4 x 5inch(14-45) / 5 x 7inch(14-57) / 8 x 10inch(14-80)

HO-ARC-8

HO-ARC-9

HO-ARC-8
These compact shelf boxes feature pull over lids.
[Size] W455 x H300 x D230mm (Outer dimensions)

Comparative Experimental Results : Coated with the inactive film
(Left), Non-coated (Right).  Water has been dropped on each box
and left for 20 minutes.

By coating the preservation box with the inactive film, the box will
prevent water damage and antifouling.  In addition, dust can be
wiped out easily.

These special preservation boxes absorb gas and a humidity
control board is built-in to make it waterproof. It includes a high
humidity-control equal to Kiribako(Relative humidity data
reference)

HO-ARC-9
These are paper boxes with a tray insert.
[Size] W585 x H252 x D430mm (Outer dimensions)

3F
These special preservation boxes have
a humidity control board built-in on the
inside lid. They are non-acidic and non-
alkaline and don’t have any sizing
agents. This is suitable for storing
artwork which is sensitive to alkaline
conditions.

Shin-Kirinami is water repellent, antifouling, adjusts humidity, and absorbs
pollutant gas.
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Surroundings / Storage Safekeeping – Guidance Informations
Humidity Absorbent, Sign Stands

Conservations

[Conservation]  For Safekeeping and Convenient and Speedy Exhibits

Conservation System
Humidity Control Panel
Airtight Type Storehouse Door
Storage Eguipment

Show Case
Wall Attaching Type
Desk Type
Independent Type
Display Platform

Movable Partition
Portable Partition
Exhibition Partition
Lightproof Partition
Mesh Ceiling System

KK-NP

KK-NP-C KK-NP-SS KK-NP-K KK-NP-DW

NT-SS-200 SH-TB-152

Humidity Control Pellets ( KK-NP )
These are used when humidity needs to be
adjusted in an exhibition case or box with a
tight seal.

Humidity Control Pellet [Cassette Type]
(KK-NP-C)

[Material] Montmorillonite
[Relative Humidity] 
RH20~80% (Setting unit every 5%)
[Quantity Consumed] 1 kg/m3
[Size] 125x275x30mm
[Volume] 500gx2pieces

Humidity Control Pellets [Canister]
(KK-NP-K)
This 10kg canister of humidity control
granules can be used in a large display case.
[Material] Montmorillonite
[Relative Humidity] 
RH20~80% (Setting unit every 5%)
[Dose] 1kg/m3
[Volume] 10kg

Humidity Absorbent Tablets Dry Wet
(KK-NP-DW)
This is made from a special argil,
Montmorillonite, a non-poisionous and non-
caustic organic substance.
TAKIYA takes special care against humidity
during delivery for longer shelf life.

[Material] Montmorillonite
[Relative Humidity] RH40/50/60%
[Dose] 1tablet/1L
[Units] 100 tablets

Border Rails [Belt type] 

This belt type border rail features the
high functionality of a one-touch 
expanding belt. This product can be
connected in three different directions.
[Material] Stainless (SUS304)
[Size] Stanchion 320 x H900mm

Belt 2M xH50mm
[WEIGHT] 9.3 kg
[Color] Stanchion Silver, Black

Belt Red, Blue, Black, Grey, etc.
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Conservation / Movable Partition
Portable Partition

Conservation / Movable Partition
Portable Partition

KE-GP-34

KE-CP-50

KE-PP-40



KE

KE

KE
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